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1. What do you see in the picture?

2. Where do you see these animals?

3. Why are they sitting in the class?

UNIT 9

THE ANIMAL SCHOOL

I.  Look at the picture.
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II.A.  Look at the picture and answer the questions.

B. Listen to the story and answer the questions.

1. Why did all the animals want to join the animal  school?

2. What would the duck like to learn in that school?

3. Who would be the teachers of that school?

4. Do you think that the animals will behave differently at
school?

1. Why are all the animals  looking up

at the crow?

2. What do you think the  crow is

saying?



The animal school
All the animals wanted to learn

something new.

So they decided to join the school.

The duck thought, “I can swim very

well but

I cannot run like other animals.

Let me join the school and

      learn to run faster.”

The rabbit thought, “Though

I can run very fast,

 I cannot swim in water.

III.   Read the story.
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The cat thought, “I cannot dig

the soil. If I  learn to dig, rats

cannot escape from me.”

The squirrel thought, “Though I can

climb trees, sometimes I cannot

escape from my enemies. I must join

this school to learn flying.”

 If I learn to swim, I can play in water.

 Let me join this school.”
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Thinking so, all the

animals went to the school.

The rat was the principal

of the school. They all got

admission in the animal

school except the cat

because digging and

burrowing were not taught

in the school.

He practised until his webbed feet

were badly wounded. So he became

poor in swimming and he was not

able to swim any more.

The duck was excellent in

swimming. He was better than his

teacher, but he got less  marks in

flying and  was poor in running. So,

he had to stay after school and stop

swimming in order to practise

running.

Why do you think digging and burrowing were not taught

in the school?
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The squirrel was excellent in climbing. She practised flying

and neglected climbing. At the end of the year, the animals

did not learn anything but forgot their own skills.

An old monkey who was observing all these, went to the

school and said to the rat, “You did not listen to my words

when I warned you about it. See what happened now. Teach

them what they can learn.” The rat replied repenting, “Yes,

we must never go against Nature.”

The rabbit was good at running but became very tired soon.

He had to learn a  lot of  swimming. So he practised swimming

and forgot running.
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A.  Who said these words? Draw the pictures and write

their names in the boxes given below.

I cannot dig the soil. If I

know digging, rats cannot

escape from me.

Though I can climb trees, I

cannot run fast to escape

from my enemies.

Though I can run very fast,

I cannot swim in water.
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B. Answer the following questions.

1. Why did the squirrel join the animal school?

2. Why was the duck better than his teacher?

3. Why were digging and burrowing not taught in  school?

If  you were in the place of the rat, what would  you

teach?

4. What will happen if we go against Nature?

C. Write what each animal “can do” and “wanted to

learn’’. One is done for you.

D. Write as many words as possible related to SCHOOL.

Do you need more crayons? Draw them.

    S.no. Animal       Can do Wanted to learn

1 duck swim running

2 rabbit

3 squirrel

4 cat

SCHOOL

Teacher
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I like dancing but I

don’t like singing.

F. The place where the animals went to learn is the animal

school.We also go to different places to do different things.

1. The place where we go to buy vegetables is _________

2. The place where we go to worship God is ___________

3. The place where we go to read books is ____________

4. The place where we go to watch films is ____________

E. Pick out the words from the story to replace the

underlined words.

1. The rabbit was not bad at running.

2. The duck was not poor in swimming.

3. I can run fast, so I may not get caught.

4. The animals could not remember their own skills.

G. Some animals want to know about the “likes and

dislikes” of other animals. What will they talk? Take

the roles of animlas/birds and speak wearing masks.
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Use the information given in the admission form of

Mr. Rabbit White and write a few lines about him.

...........................................................................................

...........................................................................................

...........................................................................................

...........................................................................................

...........................................................................................

H. Here is the Admission form of Mr. Rabbit White.

1. Name : Rabbit White

2. Age : 8 years

3. Date of birth : 22.03.2004.

4. Father’s name : Mr.Hare White

5. Father’s occupation : Animal Doctor

6. Address : 25, Bushy Street, Jungle deep.

7. Brothers and sisters : One brother (Tiny White)

8. Name of the school : Model Animal School

9. Hobbies : Collecting leaves of different

shapes.

Admission Form

Admission No: 0852
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The ducklings’ school

IV. A.  Listen and recite the rhyme.

Little ducklings go to school,

By a clear and sunny pool.

And the queerest things they learn;

How to swim and dive and turn;

How to spread their toes and walk;

With a waddle; how to talk;

In the funny duckling way

Quack, quack quacking all the day,

Little puppies …………………

…………………………………

…………………………………

…………………………………

B. Add lines to the rhyme.

Little kittens………………

By a ……………………….

How to _________________

How to __________________

In the funny kitten way

Mew mew mewing all the day.
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Method:

1. Paste a white paper on

the outer case and also

on the inner case of an

empty match box.

2. Open the match box

and draw a giraffe as

shown in the picture.

Here is the way to make a giraffe with stretchable neck.

Things you need:

 An empty match box, white paper, drawing pencils/ colours.

4. On pulling out the inner case out,

it appears as if it had a stretchable neck.

3. When the inner case

is slid inside, the

giraffe appears in its

normal size.

 V.   Project work: My giraffe.
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The horse’s wish
There was once a horse that lived in a farm. Just beside

the horse’s stable, there was a huge tree. One day a pigeon

perched on the tree. The horse noticed that the pigeon looked

very sad.

“You look really sad. What’s the matter, my friend?”

said the horse.

VI.   Story time.

“My nest was destroyed in a big storm. Now, I don’t have

a home,” replied the pigeon.
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“Don’t worry, dear pigeon! You can build a nest in my stable.

You will be safe here,” said the horse.

The pigeon thanked the horse and flew around to collect twigs

and straw to build a nest. As the horse noticed the pigeon

flying around, it thought, “How nice it would be to fly! I wish

I could fly.”  The more the horse thought about it the sadder

it became.

One day the pigeon noticed that the horse was really upset.

It asked the horse what the matter was. When the horse told

the reason, the pigeon said, “Do you realize how lucky you

are? You do not have to worry about finding food every day.

Your master gives you enough food. You have a good and

safe home to stay. Whereas, I have to worry about finding

food and protecting myself from eagles. Everybody cannot

have everything. Be happy with what you have.”

The horse learnt a lesson.


